Debugging and testing is a larger part of the effort spent in a software development cycle. Debugging a program is time consuming and is a continuous cycle of code modification and testing. The task of debugging depends on the environment, the language, the operating system: the problem: and more interestingly even the individual program. In this paper, we present a detailed implementation of software architecture for debugging distributed programs. The debugger based on the proposed architecture supports debugging based on a mechanism for controlling multiple processes, presenting the process states, grouping of processes for ease in controlling the distributed programs developed on PVM based computing paradigm.
Introduction and Related Works
The technological advancement in computing and development in microprocessor architecture along with networking systems opens up a new trend in developing high performance reliable cluster computers and distributed systems. Debugging sequential program is itself a challenging task and distributed programs pose more challenge due to various issues in controlling, reporting and detecting errors in program execution. There are independent efforts at the research and industry laboratories towards developing models and' tools for debugging distributed programs based on conventional and new approaches [7, 8] .
The approach adapted in the development of debuggers for distributed programs differs [1,3] mainly from the single-image abstraction supported at different levels of distributed system's abstraction either at hardware, low level software layer (like OS kernel), middle layer software architectures (like PVM, MPI, COMA, et al). In recent times, various research groups [4, 5, 10, 11, 12] have realized the importance of testing and debugging procedures for successful implementation of software systems in distributed computers.
Issues in Debugging Distributed Programs
There are number of reasons which make debugging a distributed program more difficult compared to a sequential program. They are:
Distributed programs have many foci of control; Without a synchronized global clock, it would be difficult to determine the precise order of events occurring in distinct and concurrently executing process [2,6]. Distributed asynchronous programs are inherently non-deterministic. Therefore it is difficult to reproduce errors and test possible but improbable situations during debugging. Monitoring a distributed system alters its behavior. This is called probe effect in monitoring distributed programs. In a distributed program the number of processes are large and hence a method has to be evolved by which the details can be presented in a appropriate manner.
Interaction between the system and user of debugging tool is more complex.
Design of a debugger for distributed programs have to address various issues associated with problems mentioned above. The debugger discussed in this paper is implemented for PVM based distributed programs; therefore, we briefly explain the PVM environment in the following section.
presented.
finally in Section 6, the conclusion and future works are
PVM: Parallel Programming Environment
The proposed debugger in this paper is implemented for PVM based parallel programs under UNIX operating system environment. PVM supports execution of software systems on different machinednodes in a userconfigurable pool, and presents a unified, general, and powerful computational environment of concurrent applications. User programs written in C, C++ or FORTRAN access PVM through library routines for functions such as process initiation, message transmission and reception, and synchronization via barriers or rendezvous. PVM operates on a collection of computers (UNIX is most popular) connected by one or more networks, which is called the virtual machine. It is comprised of two main components, namely daemon processes and libraries, which are explained in the following paragraphs.
A daemon process is a process, which reside always in memory and waiting for some events to happen in order to continue its execution. One daemon process runs on each machine configured under the parallel virtual machine, which in turn is configured by the user. Each daemon process maintains a table of configuration and process information relative to the parallel virtual machine. User processes communicate with each other through the daemon process. They first communicate to their local daemon process via the library interface routines. Local daemon process then senddreceives messages to/from remote host daemons. Each machine must have its own architecture dependent version of PVM daemon process built and installed.
Library Interface Routines are simple subroutine calls that the application programmer may imbed in concurrent or parallel application code. These library routine provide facilities to; (a) Initiate and terminate processes; (b) Pack, send, and receive messages; (c) Synchronize via barriers; and (d) Query and dynamically change configuration of the parallel virtual machine. Library routines do not communicate directly to other processes, instead they send commands to the local daemon process and receive status information. Data format conversion (XDR) performed automatically between hosts of different architectures.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the overall architecture and design of the DDARC based distributed debugger. In Section 3, we discuss the detailed specification and implementation techniques for the GUI module. The implementation details of the debugger DDARC is presented in Section 4. Subsequently in Section 5, we present the third component of the DDARC i.e., the slave module, and
Architecture and Design of DDARC
Distributed Debugger Architecture (DDARC) is designed for debugging distributed programs and the specific implementation is carried-out for under PVM environment. The overall system is designed in such a way that each of the process of the distributed program is controlled by a mini conventional debugger or commercially available sequential debuggers such as dbx.
This strategy adapted in the design has helped us to focus on all aspects of controlling mechanism and implementing trace facility for Inter-Process Communication (IPC) rather than re-designing the sequential debugging features. The overall system design is based on multilevel client-server model. We refer the main controlling module as master modzde and the client program, which controls the sequential debugging features such as dbx as slave module. The main features of DDARC are:
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Control mechanism for multiple tasks of distributed programs. The over all architecture of DDARC is given in Fig. 1 .
In order to support the above functions, the overall system is composed of the main modules as presented below. Graphical User Interface (GUI): GUI receives the information such as task names, p u p names (where a set of tasks are grouped together for ease in controlling and monitoring), host names, log-file names and commands to the debugger fi-om the user. It creates output windows for each task, displays the output of sequential debuggers on them. If a task or group is deleted it closes all the Master Module: Receives the information sent by GUI, process them, creates slave processes on the specified machines, and sends the information to slave processes through PVM interface mechanism.
Slave module: Receives the information from master through PVM, executes them wi-th the available sequential debugger such as dbx and sends the output to master through PVM interface mechanism.
. corresponding task output windows.
Design and Implementation of GUI Module
One of the most important parts of a software system to be successful in usage is the User Interface components. The GUI provides User Friendly Interface for task level debugging, grouping techniques, selection of commands through single window and displays the results of debugging on different windows for different tasks. Graphical User Interface (GUI) provides a single window through which user can select task names, group names, commands to be send to individual task debuggers, and host names on which user wishes to create the slaves and subsequently execute the tasks. In order to facilitate ease in issuing commands to the master debugger by the user, the GUI module provides simple and elegant interface design as described below.
Various Sub-Modules Used in GUI module for different functions.
1.
It creates an entry window for selecting the task name and the corresponding host name on which it is to be created and executed. 2. It displays a message for the user to select any of the groups, by clicking the mouse on group buttons provided in the GUI. On selecting a group it disables that button, so that the user can select any of the remaining groups for future grouping. 3. To add task names and host names to string to send them to DDARC master: It adds the task names, group names and the host-names selected by the user to a string separating them with ":" to be sent to DDARC master module.
To delete a task:
To select the task names and host names:
To select the group names: . It gets various task names to be deleted, and sends to DDARC master module. Also destroys the output windows for those tasks.
To create a group:
It gets the group name, and also the task names which are to be added to those groups, and sends them to DDARC master module in the form of a string with ":" separating them.
To delete a group:
It gets the group name to be deleted, and sends the group name and all the tasks belonging to that group to DDARC master. Also closes all the display windows for the tasks of the group, which are already terminated. 7. To create a display window for each task and display the information received by the master module: It creates output display windows for each task added with task name as title, displays the contents of the respective log files in those windows. 8. To receive and send commands: It displays a message for the user to select a command. As the user selects a command button provided, it sends those commands with a new line character appended at the end to DDARC master module.
Implementation Details of GUI Module
The Graphical User Interface (GUI) designed for the distributed debugger provides a single window interface between the user and the distributed debugger so that user can control multiple tasks on different machines using a single window. GUI has three main sections. The first section contains the selection menus. User can follow either single task level debugging or group level debugging according to the requirements. The TASK menu provides the options such as Add Task and Delete Task. After the selection of a menu button, GUI will pop up a data entry window, in which user can enter the task name and the host name on which he wants to execute the task. Similarly user can delete a task from the task list using Delete Task option.
The group level debugging allows the user to group multiple tasks. The Group menu facilitates the user for creation of different groups, addition of tasks to the existing groups, deleting of a group or task from a group. On selecting the Create Group option, GUI will display a message to select any of the groups from GI to Gn. On selecting the group, user can add any number of tasks to that group or delete tasks from the group. Similarly user can delete any of the group which is already created. After selecting the tasklgroup and the hosts GUI will pop up output windows to each of the tasks. It polls the log file if the file exists, and displays its contents on the respective task output windows. GUI then displays a message to enter commands to the debugger. In order to debug at the task level, the user has to select the Tasks section of the main GUI window, which will enable the system to send the respective command to the debugger. And, for the group level debugging the user can press any of the buttons in the Groups section of the main GUI window. In the case of group level debugging the GUI sends the same command to all tasks of a group. The commands are sent to the serial debuggers and the results of those, which are available in the corresponding log files, are displayed on the respective task output windows. The flow chart for GUI module is given in Fig 2. ~ ~
Popup display window for each tasks & display corresponding log files contents
terminates the tasks/group of tasks according to the command issued by the user. It also creates a log file for each of the created task. This module is also designed as an interface between the GUI and the actual tasks by receiving the command from the GUI and sending it to the particular task after preprocessing and parsing. Further, this module also communicates outputs from the slave processes back to the GUI by storing them in their respective log files for the GUI to display on the corresponding windows. The Master Module has the following functions and composed as sub-activities.
( START)
Select the appropriate Choice 
Design and Implementation of Master
Module DDARC Master module is the central controlling module of the overall DDARC system. DDARC master module receives the task namelgroup name, machine name, log-file name, and the commands to either create a tasWgroup or to delete a tasWgroup from the GUI. The master module either creates a tasWgroup of tasks or Sub-Modules of Master Module:
1.
It reads the tasWgroup names, log-fie names, host-names, which are sent by the GUI in the form of a string, separate by ":", parses the string and stores the details in either a task structure or group structure.
2.
The creates the slave programs on hosts specifiedby the GUI, stores the task identifications (Ids) in an array.
To send the information readfrom the GUI to the DDARC slave programs created:
It starts the PVM Daemon process and sends the host name or command read from GUI to all the slaves using PVM calls.
To read the information send by DDARC slave programs:
It gets the information sent by the slaves through PVM.
To m'te the information read by the slave programs into the logfiles:
Creates the log files for each task, and writes the information read from the slaves into the files. 6. To read the commands to the debuggerfrom GUI and to send them to the respective slave programs: Gets the commands continuously and passes them to slave programs using PVM calls.
7. To append the output of slave programs to the respective log jiles: Gets the outputs of slaves through PVM and appends the information read into the corresponding log files.
To read the inputs from GUI and to store them in a Data Structure:
To create DDARC slave programs on specified hosts:
The overall design of the Master Modules of DDARC is given in Fig 3. The Master module communicates with the slave modules through any software system (in this work we have used PVM) that enables a collection of heterogeneous computers to be used as a coherent and flexible concurrent computational resources.
Implementation Method for Muster Module
The master module is the central part of the DDARC system, which supports complete controlling mechanism for debugging. The implementation detail of the system is explained below with the pseudo-code. Master sends the information received from the GUI to the respective slave programs to execute under sequential debuggers, and receives the output of the debuggers sent through the slave programs, writes it into the respective log files. There are many other functions, which are part of the master modules designed to work in a cohesive manner.
Design and Implementation of Slave Module
DDARC slave program is designed to control the actual debugging feature for the multiple processes of the distributed program through sequential debuggers. The Slave Module establishes the connection between the sequential debuggers and the DDARC master program. Each DDARC slave program creates a child process to execute a sequential debugger with the given process (task). They receive the names of programs to be executed from the master through any computational environmental which is used to create and execute parallel applications and communicates to the child process through a pipe to execute under serial debugger. The commands received from the master module is directed to the actual sequential debugger which controls the task and the resultant output from debugging process is passed back to the GUI Interface through the master module. The outputs from the serial debuggers are sent to the DDARC master module.
/ DDARCSLAVE Figure 4 . Design of Slave Module
The design of slave DDARC module is given in Fig. 4 
Implementation Method for Slave Module
DDARC Slave program communicates through pipe mechanism with the child process. The name of the program to be executed, received by the DDARC slave program is passed to the debugger through the outgoing pipe, and the output of the sequential debugger, is read through the incoming pipe. The child closes the write descriptor of the pipe ii-om the slave and read descriptor of the pipe to the salve. It also closes stdin, and duplicates the read descriptor of the pipe from the slave (duplicates the stdin). Also the child closes the stdout and stderr and duplicates the write descriptor of the pipe to the slave program. DDARC slave module (i.e., the parent) closes the read descriptor of the pipe from the child and write descriptor of the pipe to the child. 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we have discussed the issues of debugging distributed programs and presented some features which are essential for debugging distributed programs. Subsequently we have presented the architecture of the distributed debuggers designed for PVM based parallel programs. We have also presented the detailed design functions and some implementation techniques for our distributed debugger DDARC. We have implemented this debugger on IBM SP-2 distributed system under AIX (UNIX variant) operating system. Though, the system has been implemented successfully and being used it has some limitations: (1) GUI module does not provide all the available commands to the user; and (2) DDARC Master Module controls all slave modules together, therefore it is an overloaded and the response time might degrade as the parallel tasks increases. As a future work we want to incorporate performance-debugging feature with DDARC as one of the main advantage of parallel programming is better performance and hence we believe that a debugger for such environment should support features for performance debugging.
